
AIR PURIFICATION
FOR INTERIORS



Binds & decomposes
Harmful gases & Allergens

Binds & decomposes
Fine- and Ultra fine dust

Binds & decomposes
Viruses & Bacteria

ACTIVE COATING -
SHIELD SYSTEM

WITH UNIQUE TECHNOLOGY 
AGAINST INDOOR POLLUTANTS

IMPROVED AIR QUALITY
THROUGH COATED SURFACES

Those exposed to fine dust, germs and 
pollen have an increased risk of 
secondary diseases such as asthma, 
bronchitis or even dementia, Alzhei-
mer's, heart attack and cancer - 
scientists and medical experts agree 
on this. However, the microparticles 
settle in every household or public 
building and can only be fought with 
new technology. PURbcAIR improves 
the indoor air quality immensely by 
means of the innovative photocatalytic 
coating system ACTIVE COATING for 
windows and glass surfaces.

ACTIVE COATING

Purified indoor air, everywhere you go ...
Home, Business, Mobility, Sports, Medical, Tourism
and many more!

ACTIVE COATING.



Take a look at the application areas 
of Active Coating in the video. 

Simply scan the QR code!

EFFICIENCY THROUGH PHOTOCATALYSIS
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With the sheer power of light and oxygen, the 
ACTIVE COATING innovation binds micropar-
ticles from the air and makes them harmless. If 
small, invisible particles hit the specially coated 
glass pane, a photocatalytic reaction occurs and 
80% of all viruses, bacteria and mold spores are 
killed within 90 minutes. Despite their great 
diversity, all types of microorganisms are sensiti-
ve to the photodynamic, biocidal effect. 

Applied very thinly on any window, PURbcAIR 
connects directly to the glass surface and is 
active 24/7.
PURbcAIR also removes unpleasant smells, is 
colorless and does not require any energy – 
other than sunlight or an artificial light source. 
The environmental impact is therefore zero.

Allergens are significantly reduced and the 
indoor air cleaned to eliminate health risks
and optimize the quality of life. PURbcAIR has a 
shelf life of over 30 years and also scores over 
expensive, maintenance-intensive ventilation 
systems thanks to its low purchase and main-
tenance costs.
     
The invisible protective coating is used to 
benefit hotels and clinics, among others, and 
also in the mobility industry, on buses and trains, 
to protect guests' health over the long term. 
Window manufacturers who work hand in hand 
with the construction industry also benefit from 
the innovative ACTIVE COATING system.



ULTRAFINEDUST -
AN INVISIBLE DANGER

Good for our environment
and for humanity

ACTIVE COATING.
!Quiet, no energy needed, works odorless,

you’ll never have to change a filter again. 
Emission free!

In addition to naturally occurring biogenic aerosols 
such as bacteria and viruses, fine dust is also largely
responsible for health risks. These include the 
particles released directly in the interior by printers, 
vacuum cleaners or cigarette smoke. But fine dust is 
also generated in industry, traffic and agriculture, 
which can get into buildings. Since the dilution effects 
are less pronounced than in the outside air, the fine 
dust pollution is often much higher.
A distinction can be made between coarser fine dust 
and ultra-fine dust. According to studies, the smaller
the dust particles, the greater the risk of them 
becoming ill. This is stated by the WHO, among 
others. The source of danger from ultra-fine dust has 
long ceased to be a myth, but is also hotly debated in 
politics.
Ultrafine particles (UFP) are airborne substances with 
a diameter between 1 and 100 nanometers. To
date, the German Committee for Indoor Values (AIR) 
has been able to set guidelines for the indoor air
quality of public and private buildings, but these only 
refer to fine dust particles, but not to the even 

smaller,ultra-fine particles. Despite the lack of limit 
values, UFP can demonstrably influence the 
weather and damage human health.

Where the EU Air Quality Directive cannot yet 
protect its citizens, the innovative 
ACTIVE COATING system is the perfect solution 
to eliminate indoor pollutants and provide conti-
nuous protection. PURbcAIR is guaranteed to last 
up to 20 years, its efficiency has been confirmed 
by the recognized Tropos Institute and TÜV Süd, 
among others, and does not affect the window 
transparency or the pane quality.

Further information can be found at

www.active-coating.com



AIR PURIFICATION – 
WITH THE SHEER POWER OF 

LIGHT AND OXYGEN

10nm - 380nm
UV LIGHT VISIBLE LIGHT INFRARED LIGHT

380nm - 780nm 780nm - 1mm

315nm - 780nm

Both artificial and natural light activate the surfaces to attract viruses and bacteria and break them down.

After many years of research, our team has succeeded in doting the semiconductors so that they work 
not only in the UV range but also in visible light.

Function at

sunlight artificial light

Function at binds and decomposes

finedust & ultrafinedust,
harmful gases & allergens,

viruses & bacteria

PERMANENT FILTERING

The new ACTIVE COATING 
system works throughout the whole day – 
and also at night.

day                       night 

24H/D | 7D/WEEK | 365D/YEAR



Take a look at the application areas 
of Active Coating in the video. 

Simply scan the QR code!

CONTACT US

Our experienced team looks forward 
to your questions. 

Take the opportunity to do so!

Distribution partner

Mursall Active Coating GmbH

Löwensternstraße 4
5411 – Oberalm
AUSTRIA

+43 6245 21811

info@active-coating.com

www.active-coating.com

Mursall GmbH & Co. KG

Lohwiese 9
86937 Scheuring
GERMANY

+49 8195 93040

www.mursall.de
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